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Challenge:
Create a financial portal, independent from its parent company
under a new brand name for the first time in Turkey.

Built navigational structure that can easily be used by even
amateur investors who are quite new to Internet.

Develop information architecture that organizes the rich and
diverse financial content of the site that allows the portal
members to find what they need in the format they demand.

Solution:
Built a document and content management infrastructure
to ease the updating process of providing investment advise
on a daily basis for its clients.

Created a user-friendly web site focused not only on users
and customers, but also on Borsadirekt employees.

Developed a virtual portfolio management system that allows
the users to be able to create and track their stock portfolios.

Result:
The site has been chosen as the Best Financial Portal in Turkey
on June 2001 by Power Magazine, a prominent monthly
economics journal in Turkey.

BorsaDirekt has been launched on May 15, 2000. Transaction
volume of BorsaDirekt between May-December 2000 was
0.63% of the whole transaction volume of Iktisat Securities.
This figure has risen to 1.5% between January-March 2001.
The amount of investment passing through the portal
continues to rise.

As of March 2001, Borsadirekt portal has about 2500 registered
clients, half of whose are using the portal for their investment
transactions.

Netwise has worked with Iktisat Securities to develop a
comprehensive financial portal under a new brand name
independent of the company: Borsadirekt.

The main aim of the project is to be able to draw the
investors  attention to the site and convert them into the
customers of the Iktisat Securities. Borsadirekt is an
alternative distribution channel for the Company as well.
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BorsaDirekt
A Sophisticated Financial
Portal for Iktisat Securities

Easy-to-use Tools for Investors

Virtual Stock Portfolio: Users can invest their
virtual money on real stocks with real prices
and track their investments.
Investment Advise: Users can access to the
extensive databases of research reports,
company news, and investment advice.

Founded in 1996, Netwise provides comprehensive web production and
web advisory services to a wide range of corporate and multinational clients.

For more information visit www.netwise.com.tr


